Sofic entropy theory is a generalization of the classical Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy theory to actions of a large class of non-amenable groups called sofic groups. This is a short introduction with a guide to the literature.
Introduction
Classical entropy theory is concerned with single transformations of a topological or measure space. This can be generalized straightforwardly to actions of the lattice Z d . However, one encounters real difficulty in any attempt to generalize to actions of non-amenable groups. This short survey will begin with the free group of rank 2, F 2 := a, b . The Cayley graph G = (V, E) of this group has vertex set V = F 2 and directed edges (g, ga), (g, gb) for g ∈ F 2 . It is a 4-regular tree. It is non-amenable because any finite subset F ⊂ V has the property that if ∂F is the set of edges e ∈ E with one end in F and one end outside of F then |∂F | ≥ 2|F |. After understanding the special case of the free group (from a dynamicist's view), we will generalize to residually finite groups and sofic groups and then briefly survey recent developments; namely the classification of Bernoulli shifts, Bernoulli factors, Rokhlin entropy theory, algebraic dynamics and the geometry of model spaces.
We will not define amenability here (see [KL16] for example). We will also not cover classical entropy theory. The interested reader is encouraged to consult one of the standard texts (e.g. [Pet89] ). Other introductions and surveys on sofic entropy theory include [Wei15, KL16, Gab16, Bow17a] .
The Ornstein-Weiss factor
In 1987, Ornstein and Weiss exhibited a curious example [OW87] . To explain it, let X := (Z/2Z) F 2 be the set of all maps x : F 2 → Z/2Z. This is a compact abelian group under pointwise addition. We can identify X × X with the group of maps from F 2 → Z/2Z × Z/2Z. Define Φ : X → X × X by Φ(x)(g) = (x(g) − x(ga), x(g) − x(gb)).
This a surjective homomorphism. It is also F 2 -equivariant where F 2 acts on X by (f x)(g) := x(f −1 g).
And its kernel consists of the two constant maps. So it is a continuous, algebraic, 2-1 factor map from (Z/2Z) F 2 onto (Z/2Z × Z/2Z) F 2 . This appears to give a contradiction to entropy theory because if K is a finite set then the entropy of the action of F 2 on K F 2 should be log |K|. So the Ornstein-Weiss factor map increases entropy! At the time of [OW87] it was unknown whether or not the two actions F 2 X and F 2 X × X could be measurably conjugate (with respect to Haar measure on X and X × X). We will show by Theorem 7.1 below that they are not measurably conjugate.
Topological entropy for Z-actions
Here we will develop entropy theory for Z-actions in a slightly non-traditional way which generalizes to actions of free groups. To begin, consider a homeomorphism T : X → X of a compact metric space (X, d). A partial orbit of length n is a tuple of the form (x, T x, . . . , T n−1 x) ∈ X n . Define a metric d Instead of counting partial orbits to compute entropy, we can count pseudo-orbits. To be precise, an n-tuple x ∈ X n is an (n, δ)-pseudo orbit if
By Markov's inequality and continuity, any pseudo orbit contains a long subword that is close to a partial orbit. Hence
This is similar to Katok's treatment of entropy in [Kat80] and follows from Kerr-Li's approach to entropy in [KL11b] . It is of classical interest to count periodic orbits too. We will say that x ∈ X n is periodic with period ≤ n if T x i = x i+1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and T x n = x 1 . The growth rate of periodic orbits is a lower bound for the entropy rate but in general they are not equal. To remedy this, let us consider pseudo-periodic orbits. To be precise, a n-tuple x ∈ X n is an (n, δ)-pseudo-periodic orbit if 1 n
Since (n, δ)-pseudo-periodic orbits are (n, δ)-pseudo orbits and (n, δ)-pseudo orbits are (n, δ+o n (1))-pseudo-periodic orbits, it follows that
Now it might look like we have not gained much by these observations since pseudo-periodic orbits are almost the same as pseudo orbits and the latter shadow partial orbits of only slightly less length. However, there is a conceptual advantage. This is because pseudo-periodic orbits can be thought of as maps from an external model, namely Z/nZ, to X that approximate the dynamics. It is a very useful observation that we are not required to count only partial orbits or periodic orbits, both of which are too restrictive to generalize to actions of free groups.
3 Topological sofic entropy for actions of free groups
Suppose the free group F 2 acts on a compact space X by homeomorphisms. A periodic orbit of this action consists of a finite set V 0 , an action of F 2 on V 0 and an F 2 -equivariant map φ : V 0 → X. It can be helpful to visualize the action of F 2 on V 0 by making the action graph G 0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) whose edges consist of all pairs of the form (v, a · v) and (v, b · v) for v ∈ V 0 . It is a directed graph in which every vertex has in-degree and out-degree 2.
Given a finite subset F ⊂ F 2 and δ > 0, a (V 0 , δ, F )-pseudo-periodic orbit is a map φ : V 0 → X that is approximately equivariant in the sense that
Now suppose that we fix a sequence Σ := {F 2 V i } ∞ i=1 of actions of F 2 on finite sets V i . Tentatively, we will call the topological sofic entropy of F 2 X with respect to Σ the quantity
where d Vn ∞ is the metric on X Vn defined by
To state the next result, we need some terminology. Given a countable group Γ and continuous actions Γ X, Γ Y , an embedding of Γ X into Γ Y is a continuous Γ-equivariant injective map Φ : X → Y . If it is also surjective then it is a topological conjugacy.
In particular, topological sofic entropy is a topological conjugacy invariant.
The proof of this is straightforward, see [KL11b, KL16] for details. (The definition of topological sofic entropy is due to Kerr-Li [KL11b] which was inspired by my earlier work [Bow10b] ).
Examples

A boring example and asymptotic freeness
Suppose that V n is a single point for all n. In this case, h Σ (F 2 X) is simply the logarithm of the number of fixed points of the action. While this is a topological conjugacy invariant, it is not what one usually means by entropy. To avoid this kind of example, we require that the actions {F 2 V n } n are asymptotically free. This means that for every nonidentity element g ∈ F 2
A countable group Γ admits a sequence {Γ V n } ∞ n=1 of actions on finite sets satisfying asymptotic freeness if and only if Γ is residually finite. We will come back to this point later. From now on, we assume the actions {F 2 V n } n are asymptotically free.
A curious example
Let X = Z/2Z and consider the action F 2 X defined by s · x = x + 1 for s ∈ {a, b}. Let Σ = {Γ V n } ∞ n=1 be a sequence of actions on finite sets with the property that the corresponding action graphs G n := (V n , E n ) are bipartite. Let V n = P n ⊔ Q n be the bi-partition. Then define φ : V n → X by φ(P n ) = {0} and φ(Q n ) = {1}. This map is a (V n , δ, F )-pseudo-periodic orbit for all δ, F . So h Σ (F 2 X) ≥ 0. It can be shown that in fact any pseudo-periodic orbit must be close to either φ or φ + 1 which implies h Σ (F 2 X) = 0.
Next let Σ ′ = {Γ V ′ n } ∞ n=1 be a sequence of actions such that the corresponding action graphs G ′ n := (V ′ n , E ′ n ) are far from bi-partite. For example, it is known (and will be explained in §7.3) that if the action Γ V ′ n is chosen uniformly at random and |V ′ n | → ∞ as n → ∞ then with high probability the action graphs will be far from bi-partite in the following sense. For small enough δ > 0 and
This example shows (1) entropy depends on the choice of sequence Σ and (2) it is possible for the entropy to be −∞, even for very simple systems.
The Ornstein-Weiss example revisited
In §7 below we will sketch a proof that the full shift action F 2 K F 2 has topological sofic entropy log |K| for any finite set K. So the Ornstein-Weiss factor map does indeed increase entropy. How can this happen? The answer is that if F 2 X factors onto F 2 Y (meaning there is a continuous F 2 -equivariant surjective map Φ : X → Y ) then, generally speaking, there is no way to "lift" pseudoperiodic orbits of the downstairs action F 2 Y up to the source action F 2 X, even approximately.
Let us see this in detail for the Ornstein-Weiss map. Suppose Σ := {F 2 V n } n is a sequence of actions on finite sets and form the action graphs G n = (V n , E n ). Given any map ψ : V n → Z/2Z × Z/2Z, we can define the pullback or pullback name of ψ by
This map is a (V n , δ, F )-pseudo-periodic orbit for the shift-action F 2 (Z/2Z×Z/2Z) F 2 for any δ > 0 and finite F ⊂ F 2 . In particular, this can be used to show that the entropy of F 2 (Z/2Z × Z/2Z) F 2 is at least log 4.
However most of these maps do not "lift" via the Ornstein-Weiss map. To be precise, define
This map is induced from the Ornstein-Weiss map. The point is that while the Ornstein-Weiss map is surjective, its finite approximations Φ n are from surjective. This is obvious since the domain of Φ n is exponentially smaller than (Z/2Z × Z/2Z) Vn . Another argument is homological. Given ψ : V n → Z/2Z × Z/2Z, let ψ ′ : E n → Z/2Z be the map defined by
Then ψ is in the image of Φ n if and only if ψ ′ is a coboundary. So the "reason" the Ornstein-Weiss factor map increases entropy is that the Z/2Z-homology of the approximating graphs G n grows exponentially. This observation generalizes: Gaboriau and Seward show in [GS15] that if Γ is any sofic group and k is a finite field then the sofic entropy of Γ k Γ /k is at least (1 + β 1 (2) (Γ)) log |k| where β 1 (2) (Γ) is the first ℓ 2 -Betti number of Γ and k Γ /k is the quotient of k Γ by the constant functions.
By contrast, any pseudo-periodic orbit of a Z-action is close to a partial orbit of slightly less length. Partial orbits always lift. This explains why entropy is monotone decreasing for actions of Z.
Sofic groups
You might have noticed that we have not used any special properties of free groups. In fact, the definition of topological sofic entropy stated above works for any residually finite group Γ in place of F 2 . Recall that Γ is residually finite if there exists a decreasing sequence Γ ≥ Γ 1 ≥ Γ 2 · · · such that each Γ n is normal and finite-index in Γ and ∩ n Γ n = {e} (this is equivalent to the previous definition in §3.1.1). In this case, the sequence of actions Γ Γ/Γ n is asymptotically free and so the above definition of topological sofic entropy makes sense.
However, the actions Γ V n do not really have to be actions! To explain, let σ n : Γ → sym(V n ) be a sequence of maps from Γ to the symmetric groups sym(V n ). We do not require these maps to be homomorphisms but we do require that they are asymptotically multiplicative in the following sense: for every g, h ∈ Γ we require:
We still require that they are asymptotically free, which means for every nonidentity
Any sequence Σ = {σ n } ∞ n=1 satisfying equations (2, 3) is called a sofic approximation to Γ and Γ is called sofic if it has a sofic approximation. The definition of topological sofic entropy given above makes sense for arbitrary sofic groups with respect to a sofic approximation Σ once we replace g · v in the definition of a pseudo-periodic orbit with σ n (g) · v.
Sofic groups were defined implicitly by Gromov in [Gro99] . They were given their name by Benjy Weiss in [Wei00] . It is known that amenable groups and residually finite groups are sofic. This conjecture was proven to be true whenever Γ is sofic by Gromov [Gro99] . Another proof was given by Weiss [Wei00] and then another by Kerr-Li [KL11b] . Here is a sketch of Kerr-Li's proof: the sofic entropy of Γ k Γ is log |k|. However, the sofic entropy of any proper closed Γ-invariant subset X ⊂ k Γ is strictly less than log |k|. Since entropy is a topological invariant, this proves the conjecture.
By the way, Gottschalk's conjecture implies Kaplansky's Direct Finiteness Conjecture which states: if k is a finite field, x, y are elements of the group ring kΓ and xy = 1 then yx = 1. To see the connection, observe that x and y induce linear Γ-equivariant maps Φ x , Φ y from k Γ to itself. If xy = 1 then Φ x Φ y is the identity and so Φ y is injective. If Gottschalk's conjecture holds then Φ y must also be surjective and therefore Φ x is its inverse. So Φ y Φ x = 1, which implies yx = 1. In fact this result holds for all fields k, even infinite fields because every field is embeddable into an ultraproduct of finite fields [CL15] . When Γ is sofic, direct finiteness of kΓ also holds whenever k is a division ring [ES04] or a unital left Noetherian ring [LL16] .
Measure sofic entropy
Before defining measure sofic entropy, let us revisit topological sofic entropy. The new notation will be useful in treating the measure case. Again, let Γ X be an action by homeomorphisms on a compact metric space (X, d) and fix a sofic approximation Σ = {σ n } ∞ n=1 where σ n : Γ → sym(V n ). Let Ω(σ n , δ, F ) ⊂ X Vn be the set of all (σ n , δ, F )-pseudo-periodic orbits. To be precise, φ ∈ X Vn is in Ω(σ n , δ, F ) if and only if
So Ω(σ n , δ, F ) depends implicitly on the action Γ X. The topological sofic entropy of Γ X is defined by
To define measure sofic entropy, we need a few more preliminaries. Let Prob(X) denote the space of Borel probability measures on X. It is a compact metrizable space with respect to the weak* topology which is defined by: a sequence of measures µ n ∈ Prob(X) converges to a measure µ if and only if: for every continuous function f on X, f dµ n → f dµ as n → ∞.
Given a map φ : V 0 → X (where V 0 is a finite set), the empirical distribution of φ is the measure
Given an open subset O ⊂ Prob(X), let Ω(σ n , δ, F, O) be the set of all pseudo-periodic orbits φ ∈ Ω(σ n , δ, F ) such that P φ ∈ O. Then the sofic entropy of a measure-preserving action Γ (X, µ) with respect to Σ is
This is a measure-conjugacy invariant! For the proof see [KL11b, KL16] . This definition is due to Kerr-Li [KL11b] which was inspired by my earlier efforts [Bow10b] . The proof is straightforward if the measure-conjugacy is a topological conjugacy. The general case is obtained by approximating a measure-conjugacy and its inverse by continuous maps.
There is also a variational principle (due to Kerr-Li [KL11b] ):
There is also a notion of sofic pressure and a corresponding variational principle [Chu13] . See also [Zha12] for local versions. Moreover, sofic entropy (both topological and measure) agrees with classical entropy whenever Γ is amenable [KL13, Bow12b] .
Symbolic actions: the topological case
Let (A, d A ) be a compact metric space. In most applications, A is either finite or a torus (thought of as a compact abelian group). Let A Γ be the space of all functions x : Γ → A with the topology of pointwise convergence on finite sets. The group Γ acts on this space by (g · x)(f ) = x(g −1 f ). Now suppose X ⊂ A Γ is a closed Γ-invariant subspace. There is a more convenient definition of the sofic entropy of Γ X based on maps φ : V n → A (instead of maps φ : V n → X). Given φ : V n → A and v ∈ V n , define the pullback of φ by
Given an open neighborhood U of X in A Γ , let Ω ′ (σ n , δ, U) be the set of all maps φ : V n → A such that
We call such a map a (σ n , δ, U)-microstate (this terminology is inspired by Voiculescu's free entropy [Voi95] ). We also call such a map a microstate if the parameters are understood or intentionally left ambiguous. Then
where (by abuse of notation) the metric
). The reason this works is that given any φ ′ ∈ Ω ′ (σ n , δ, U) we can find a pseudo-periodic orbit φ : V n → X such that φ(v) is close to Π σn v (φ ′ ) for most v. Conversely, given a pseudo-periodic orbit φ we can define φ ′ : V n → A by φ ′ (v) = the projection of φ to the identity-coordinate. Then Π σn v (φ ′ ) will be close to φ(v) for most v. The measure case of this statement is proven in [Aus16a] . The topological case follows from the variational principle.
If A is finite then we can simplify further by setting ǫ = 0. To be precise,
The reason this works is that if φ, ψ ∈ A Vn are any distinct elements then d Vn ∞ (φ, ψ) ≥ c > 0 where c is the minimum distance between distinct elements of A.
Using this definition of sofic entropy, it is easy to check that h Σ (Γ A Γ ) = log |A|. Indeed, this is true because Ω ′ (σ n , δ, U) = A Vn .
Symbolic actions: the measure case
Suppose µ ∈ Prob(A Γ ) is a probability measure preserved under the action. For any open neighborhood O ∋ µ, a (σ n , O)-microstate for µ is a map φ : V n → A such that its empirical measure, defined by
This approach is proven in [Aus16a] . As in the topological case, we can simplify further if A is finite by setting ǫ = 0 to obtain
The above is essentially the same as my original definition of sofic entropy in [Bow10b] .
Bernoulli shifts
Let κ be a Borel probability measure on A. The Shannon entropy of κ is
if κ is supported on a countable set (and 0 log 0 := 0). If κ is not supported on a countable set then H(κ) := +∞. Let κ Γ be the product measure on A Γ . The action Γ (A Γ , κ Γ ) is called the Bernoulli shift over Γ with base space (A, κ).
Theorem 7.1. For any sofic approximation Σ,
The finite entropy case of this was obtained in [Bow10b] and the infinite entropy case is in [KL11a] . Here is a sketch in the special case in which A is finite. The lower bound. Let φ be a random map V n → A with distribution κ Vn . A second moment argument shows that, for any open neighborhood O of κ, if n is sufficiently large then with high probability φ is a (σ n , O)-microstate for κ Γ . By the law of large numbers or the Shannon-McMillan Theorem, any subset S ⊂ A Vn with measure close to 1 has cardinality at least e |Vn|H(κ)−o(|Vn|) . This proves the lower bound. The upper bound. Suppose that O consists of all measures µ ∈ Prob(A Γ ) such that if P : A Γ → A denotes projection onto the identity coordinate then P * µ − κ T V < ǫ. Then the number of (σ n , O)-microstates is approximately the multinomial
which, by Stirling's formula, is approximately e |Vn|H(κ)+o(|Vn|) . This proves the upper bound.
The f -invariant and RS-entropy
For this section, consider the special case in which Γ = F r = s 1 , . . . , s r is the rank r free group. Instead of fixing a sofic approximation, set V n := {1, . . . , n} and let σ n : F r → sym(V n ) be a uniformly random homomorphism. The f -invariant or RS-entropy of a measure-preserving action F r (X, µ) is defined in the same way as sofic entropy except that ones takes an expected value before the logarithm:
The RS stands for "replica-symmetric" to emphasize the analogy with the corresponding notions in the literature in statistical physics and theoretical computer science [DM10] . In the special case in which µ is a shift invariant measure on A Fr and A is finite, the definition reduces to
Alternatively, let P be a countable measurable partition of X. Its Shannon entropy is defined by
Define
where P ∨ s i P is the smallest partition refining both P and s i P. For any finite W ⊂ F r , let P W be the smallest partition containing wP for all w ∈ W .
) where B(R) ⊂ F r is the ball of radius R > 0 with respect to the word metric and P is any generating partition for the action such that H µ (P) < ∞. (A partition P is generating if the smallest complete Γ-invariant σ-sub-algebra containing P consists of all measurable sets).
The theorem above was taken as the definition of f in [Bow10d] where the f -invariant was first proven to be a measure-conjugacy invariant without using model spaces. Conditional on the existence of a finite generating partition, the f -invariant is additive under direct products, it satisfies an ergodic decomposition formula [Sew14a] , a subgroup formula [Sew14c] , an AbrahamRokhlin formula [Bow10c] and a (restricted) Yuzvinskii addition formula [BG14] . Sofic entropy does not, in general, satisfy such formulas [Bow17a] .
Example 1. The f -invariant of any action Γ on a finite set X is −(r−1) log |X|. So E σn [#Ω ′ (σ n , O)] ≈ |X| −(r−1)|Vn| (for O small and n large). Since #Ω ′ (σ n , O) ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}, with high probability Ω ′ (σ n , O) is empty (if O is small enough, r ≥ 2 and |X| ≥ 2). This explains why, as claimed in §3.1.2, if Γ V ′ n is uniformly random then with high probability the graphs G ′ n = (V ′ n , E ′ n ) are far from bipartite in the sense that there are no pseudo-periodic orbits (or microstates) for the action Γ Z/2Z where each generator acts nontrivially.
The paper [Bow10c] defines Markov processes over the free group and shows that, for such processes, F µ (P) = f (µ). In particular, it is very easy to compute. It can be shown that some mixing Markov processes (e.g., the Ising process with small transition probability and free boundary conditions) have negative f -invariant. These cannot be isomorphic to Bernoulli shifts. By contrast, all mixing Markov processes over the integers are isomorphic to Bernoulli shifts. It is a major open problem to classify (mixing) Markov processes over a free group up to measure-conjugacy.
Classification of Bernoulli shifts
Theorem 7.1 shows that if Γ is sofic then Bernoulli shifts with different base space entropies are not measurably conjugate. Surprisingly, the converse is true even without soficity:
Theorem 8.1. If Γ is any countably infinite group and (A, κ), (B, λ) are two probability spaces with equal Shannon entropies H(κ) = H(λ) then Γ (A, κ) Γ is measurably conjugate to Γ (B, λ) Γ . Remark 1. The special case in which Γ = Z is Ornstein's famous theorem of 1970 [Orn70a] . Stepin observed that if Γ is any countable group containing a copy of Z then the theorem above holds for Γ because one can build an isomorphism for Γ-actions from an isomorphism for Z-actions, cosetby-coset [Ste75] . Ornstein-Weiss extended Ornstein's Theorem to all countably infinite amenable groups through the technology of quasi-tilings [OW80] . I showed in [Bow12a] that the above theorem is true whenever the supports of κ and λ each contain more than 2 elements. The proof is essentially a "measurable version" of Stepin's trick. The last remaining case (when say |A| = 2) has been handled recently in soon-to-be-published work of Brandon Seward. This theorem is obtained in [Bow17b] . The special case of the free group F 2 was handled in [Bow11b] using the Ornstein-Weiss map and Sinai's Factor Theorem (for actions of Z). It immediately follows for any group containing a copy of F 2 since we can build the factor map coset-by-coset. In [Bal05] , it was shown that if Γ is any non-amenable group then there is some Bernoulli shift over a finite base space that factors onto all other Bernoulli shifts. The argument used a rudimentary form of the Gaboriau-Lyons Theorem (before that theorem existed) which states that if Γ is any non-amenable group then there is some Bernoulli shift (over a finite base space) Γ (A, κ) Γ and an ergodic essentially free action of the free group F 2 A Γ such that the orbits of the free group action are contained in the Γ-orbits [GL09] . We can then view this free group action as being essentially like having a free subgroup of Γ and build the factor map cosetby-coset as before. The main new result of [Bow17b] is that the Gaboriau-Lyons Theorem holds for arbitrary Bernoulli shifts. Theorem 9.1 then follows from an argument similar to [Bal05] .
Bernoulli factors
Rokhlin entropy
A measurable partition P of a measure space (X, µ) is generating for an action Γ (X, µ) if the smallest Γ-invariant sigma-algebra containing P consists of all measurable sets (modulo sets of measure zero). The Rokhlin entropy of an ergodic action Γ (X, µ) is the infimum of the Shannon entropies of generating partitions (the Shannon entropy is defined by (4)). In the special case that Γ = Z, Rokhlin proved that this agrees with Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy [Roh67] . A modern proof of this, that holds for all amenable Γ, is in [STD16] .
Rokhlin entropy is an upper bound to sofic entropy. It is unknown whether they are equal, conditioned on the sofic entropy not being minus infinity. For example, this is unknown even for principal algebraic actions (see §11.0.2). Unfortunately, sofic entropy is the only known lower bound for Rokhlin entropy; hence we do not even know how to compute the Rokhlin entropy of Bernoulli shifts, except when the group is sofic, in which case the Rokhlin entropy equals the Shannon entropy of the base. Indeed, it is shown in [Sew15a] that if the Rokhlin entropy of Bernoulli shifts is positive (for all groups) then Gottschalk's conjecture holds for all groups. It is also known that Rokhlin entropy equals sofic entropy for Gibbs measures satisfying a strong spatial mixing condition [Alp17, AP17] .
Rokhlin entropy has mainly been used as a hypothesis rather than a conclusion. There are two main theorems of this form; they generalize Krieger's Generator Theorem and Sinai's Factor Theorem:
Theorem 10.1. [Sew14b] If Γ (X, µ) is ergodic and has Rokhlin entropy < log(n) for some integer n > 1 then there exists a generating partition for the action with n parts.
This Theorem is the simplest version of a large variety of far more refined results contained in [Sew14b, Sew15a, AS16] . 
Algebraic actions
An algebraic action is an action of a countable group Γ on a compact group X by groupautomorphisms. The main problem is to relate algebraic or analytic properties of the image of Γ in Aut(X) with purely dynamical properties. The study of single automorphisms (that is, Γ = Z) goes back at least to Yuzvinskii [Juz65a, Juz65b] and R. Bowen [Bow71] . The special case Γ = Z d was studied intensively in the 80's and 90's [Sch95] . Here we will highlight a few recent achievements and open problems extending classical results to the realm of sofic group actions.
Topological versus measure entropy
Yuzvinskii and R. Bowen showed that, when Γ = Z, the topological and measure-entropy of an algebraic action Γ X agree (where the measure on X is Haar measure) [Juz65b, Bow71] . This was extended to amenable Γ by Deninger [Den06] . It was an open problem since 2011 whether this result could be extended to sofic groups. There were computations of entropy showing that it was true in a number of special cases [KL11b, Bow11a, BL12, Hay16b] but these all proceeded by computing the topological entropy and the measure entropy separately in terms of analytic data and then showing their equality. So it is astonishing that just recently Ben Hayes proved under a mild hypothesis on the actions that the topological entropy agrees with the measure entropy [Hay16a] . The proof uses Austin's lde-sofic-entropy [Aus16a] .
Principal algebraic actions
Let f be an element of the integer group ring ZΓ and consider the principal ideal ZΓf ⊂ ZΓ generated by f . Then ZΓ/ZΓf is a countable abelian group that Γ acts on by automorphisms (namely the action is g(x + ZΓf ) := gx + ZΓf ). Let X f := Hom(ZΓ/ZΓf, R/Z) be the Pontryagin dual. This is a compact abelian group under pointwise addition. Moreover, the action of Γ on ZΓ/ZΓf induces an action of Γ on X f by automorphisms.
In the special case in which Z = Γ, we can write f as f = n i=−m c i x i for some coefficients c i ∈ Z and some 0 ≤ m, n. After multiplying f by some x k we may assume that m = 0 and c 0 = 0. This change does not affect the dynamics. So we can think of f as a polynomial. Yuzvinskii and R. Bowen showed that the entropy of Z acting on X f is the log-Mahler measure of f . This result was extended to Z d by Lind-Schmidt-Ward [LSW90] . Chris Deninger observed that the FugledeKadison determinant generalizes Mahler measure to non-abelian Γ and conjectured that, when Γ is amenable, h(Γ X f ) is the log of the Fuglede-Kadison determinant of f [Den06] . Special cases were handled in [Den06, DS07] before the general case was completed by Hanfeng Li in [Li12] .
The first result in the setting of a non-amenable acting group Γ was the case of expansive principal algebraic actions of residually finite groups [Bow11a] . This was extended in [BL12] to some non-expansive actions (harmonic mod 1 points). Then in a stunning breakthrough Hayes proved that for an arbitrary sofic Γ and arbitrary f ∈ ZΓ either f is not injective as a convolution operator on ℓ 2 (Γ) (in which case the sofic entropy is infinite) or it is injective and the sofic entropy equals the log of the Fuglede-Kadison determinant of f [Hay16b] .
Yuzvinskii's addition formula
Suppose that N ⊳ X is a closed Γ-invariant normal subgroup. We say the addition formula holds for (Γ X, N ) if the entropy of Γ X equals the sum of the entropy of Γ N with the entropy of Γ X/N . In the special case in which Γ = Z, this result is due to Yuzvinskii [Juz65a, Juz65b] . It was extended to Z d in [LSW90] and to arbitrary amenable groups in [Li12] (and independently in unpublished work of Lind-Schmidt) . It is an important structural result which when combined with the principal algebraic case yields a general procedure for computing entropy of algebraic actions satisfying mild hypotheses [Sch95] . Using it, Li and Thom relate entropy to L 2 -torsion [LT14] thereby obtaining new results about L 2 -torsion and algebraic dynamics.
The Ornstein-Weiss example shows that addition formulas fail for sofic entropy in general. Indeed, it has been shown in [BK17] that for any non-amenable Γ and any field k, there exists an embedding (kΓ) n → (kΓ) n−1 for some n ∈ N (as kΓ-modules). Taking the dual and setting k equal to a finite field gives a contradiction to the addition formula.
However, the f -invariant satisfies the addition formula when X is totally disconnected and satisfies some technical hypothesis [BG14] . The reason this does not contradict the previous paragraph is that the f -invariant, unlike sofic entropy, can take finite negative values. It is an open problem whether the addition formula holds for the f -invariant in general.
Pinsker algebra
In recent work, Hayes shows that under mild hypotheses, the outer Pinsker algebra of an algebraic action of a sofic group is algebraic; that is, it comes from an invariant closed normal subgroup [Hay16c] . To explain a little more, the outer sofic entropy of a factor is the growth rate of the number of microstates that lift to the source action. The outer Pinsker algebra is the maximal σ-sub-algebra such that the corresponding factor has zero outer sofic entropy. It follows that, in order, to prove an algebraic action has completely positive entropy (CPE), it is sufficiently to check all of its algebraic factors.
In [Sch95] it is shown that if Γ = Z d then all CPE algebraic actions are Bernoulli. Could this be true more generally? Even for amenable groups, this problem is open.
Geometry of model spaces
Recall from §7.1 that In the special case in which A is finite and d(x, y) ∈ {0, 1} for all x, y ∈ A, d
Vn 1 is the normalized Hamming metric. The asymptotic geometry of these model spaces can be used to define new invariants.
In [Aus16b] Tim Austin introduced a notion of asymptotic coarse connectedness for model spaces that depends on a choice of sofic approximation Σ. He calls this notion connected model spaces rel Σ. For fixed Σ, it is a measure-conjugacy invariant. He shows that Bernoulli shifts have connected model spaces rel Σ (for any Σ). On the other hand, if Γ is residually finite, has property (T) and T is the 1-torus then there is a sofic approximation Σ such that the model spaces for the action Γ T Γ /T are not asymptotically coarsely connected. In particular, this action is a factor of a Bernoulli shift that is not isomorphic to a Bernoulli shift (by contrast, all factors of Bernoulli shifts of Z-actions are Bernoulli [Orn70b] ). This was known earlier from work of Popa-Sasyk [PS07] and the example is the same, but the proof is different since it goes through this new measure-conjugacy invariant.
In forthcoming work, I will generalize model-connectedness to asymptotic coarse homological invariants. These new invariants will be applied to show that there are Markov processes over the free group that do not have the Weak Pinsker Property. By contrast, Austin recently proved that all processes over Z have the Weak Pinsker Property [Aus17] .
In [Aus16a] Austin defines a notion of convergence for sequences of probability measures µ n on A Vn (with respect to Σ) and uses this to define new notions of sofic entropy. One of these notions was called "doubly-quenched sofic entropy" in [Aus16a] but has now been renamed to "locally doubly empirical entropy" to avoid conflict with physics notions. This particular version of sofic entropy is additive under direct products. Under very mild hypotheses, it agrees with the power-stabilized entropy which is defined by where Γ X n acts diagonally g(x 1 , . . . , x n ) := (gx 1 , . . . , gx n ). Thus, it seems to be the 'right' version of sofic entropy if one requires additivity under direct products.
